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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. In computer programming, unit
testing is a software testing method by which individual units of source code, sets of one or more
computer program modules together with associated control data, usage procedures, and
operating procedures, are tested to determine whether they are fit for use. Intuitively, one can view
a unit as the smallest testable part of an application. In procedural programming, a unit could be
an entire module, but it is more commonly an individual function or procedure. In object-oriented
programming, a unit is often an entire interface, such as a class, but could be an individual
method. Unit tests are short code fragments created by programmers or occasionally by white box
testers during the development process. It forms the basis for component testing.Ideally, each test
case is independent from the others. Substitutes such as method stubs, mock objects, fakes, and test
harnesses can be used to assist testing a module in isolation. Unit tests are typically written and run
by software developers to ensure that code meets its design and behaves as intended.This updated
and expanded second...
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Reviews
A top quality publication along with the typeface utilized was intriguing to read through. It is amongst the most awesome pdf i have got read through. Its
been developed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only right a er i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Don Pa cocha
Thorough information! Its this kind of good read. Yes, it is perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Loya l Gr a dy
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